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Abstract

This paper introduces a numerical study aimed at analysing and quantifying existing
correlations between structural masses of the gravity frame in building structures (i.e.
excluding lateral load resisting system) and some key basic design variables, such as
bay areas of the frame layout, magnitude of floor loads and (main) structural material.
Three material options are considered, namely: reinforced concrete, steel and engineered
timber. A total of 31’380 different structural frame designs are parametrically generated
and analysed to obtain a population of design data points that express the amounts of
structural masses per unit of floor area. Least squares and quantile regression analyses
have been utilised on the numerically generated sample population to evaluate any
existing statistical trend between design variables and mass quantities. The set of
regression coefficients so obtained is eventually organised into a tabular format, which
allows for immediate estimations of the structural mass quantities (along with their
uncertainty ranges) at early stage of the structural design process. Such a table of
coefficients represents the main finding of this work, as it can be straightforwardly
combined with existing databases of embodied GHG and energy coefficients, therefore
providing an effective estimation tool, for both practitioners and researchers, to quickly
assess how both layout and load configurations affect the environmental impacts of their
frame design.
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1. Introduction

Building construction is a significant contributor to worldwide consumption of natu-

ral resources and it is responsible for a great share of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs).

It is estimated that 39% of global energy-related carbon dioxised equivalent (CO2e)

emissions and 36% of final energy use are attributable to the building sector alone [1].5

Improving the operational efficiency of buildings has been the major focus for research,
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practitioners and policy makers in the last few decades. Yet, as buildings become more

efficient to manage, maintain and operate, the embodied energy and greenhouse emis-

sions, will account for the greatest share of the building whole-life impacts [2, 3, 4],

especially considering that the most energy-demanding and GHG-intensive activities10

are those associated with the so called cradle-to-gate stage, i.e. raw material extraction

and transportation, as well as processing and manufacturing [5]. Specifically, the struc-

ture often constitutes a substantial share of the entire building mass, therefore affecting

significantly the embodied externalities of the building’s whole life cycle [6, 7].

Among the strategies to mitigate the embodied impacts of building structures, recent15

research has focused on understanding how to improve the way structures are designed in

the first place: for instance, achieving material efficiency [8] by exploring shape-resistant

structural systems [9, 10], or developing Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) methods to

maximise the potential for deconstruction and reuse of structural components [11, 12].

Others focused on identifying the main drivers leading design practitioners to over-20

specification of section sizes [13, 14] (and thus, to unnecesary use of material) as well as

pointing out to optimisation methods as an effective tool to achieve material efficiency

in practice [15, 16, 17]. A common denominator emerging from these studies is the

requirement for structural engineers to account for the environmental implications of

their design choices.25

Construction cost is one of the main criteria in structural design practice, encom-

passing the context-specific constraints/requirements of the project at hand, and driving

engineers toward a range of preferred design solutions. In addition to the monetary cost,

the environmental ‘cost’ is becoming increasingly relevant, and this has led in recent

years to a wealth of research aimed at quantifying the embodied energy and carbon30

dioxide of buildings [18, 19, 20] and structures [21, 22, 23, 24] along with their uncer-

tainty [25, 26]. Software database and libraries [27, 28] initially developed in the context

of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) are now also used within the building and structural

engineering communities.

It is worth stressing the importance of paying the same attention to embodied GHG35

coefficients as it is done to structural masses and this is often times not done in the

engineering communities. Instead, inventories such as the ICE [29] which are not peer-

reviewed, lacks transparency, and mix and average values with different life cycle inven-

tory techniques, scope, geographical and temporal representations, are used. Compiling

life cycle inventories (LCIs) is generally done through three main approaches: process-40

based analysis (e.g. the approach used in the ICE), input-ouput analysis (originally
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an economic method which looks at sectoral transactions between the different sec-

tors of an economy), and hybrid analysis (a combination of the previous two). While

process-analysis is often credited for better accuracy of specific data linked to the system

under examination, it suffers from the so called truncation-error (i.e. neglecting impacts45

occurring outside the system boundary), and this greatly underestimates requirement

[30, 31, 32, 33]. Input-output provides full system coverage, but does so at the expenses

of accuracy for it aggregates different sectors within the economy producing average

multipliers. Hybrid LCA aims to combine accuracy and system completeness and it has

been shown to be likely more accurate than process based LCA [34]. When hybrid anal-50

yses have been used to estimate environmental impacts associated with whole buildings,

results have shown embodied energy figures up to four times higher than those obtained

through process-based LCA [35, 2, 3].

At present, significant improvements and advancements are being made on reliable

and transparent databases for the construction sector. For instance, databases such as55

EPiC (Environmental Performance in Construction) [36] provide embodied GHG coef-

ficients (ECCs) for more than 250 construction materials. Such coefficients express the

amount of embodied carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e), embodied water and embodied

energy per unit mass (or unit volume) of construction material.

1.1. How much does your structure weigh?60

ECCs represent an essential piece of information in order to assess the environmental

impacts of building structures. Assuming the mass values of all the different materials

and components making up the structure are known, the overall environmental footprint

(e.g. GHG emissions) can then be estimated by first multiplying the relevant coefficient

with the mass value of each structural material/component, and then summing up the65

individual contributions. However, a reliable estimate of the structural masses becomes

only available when the design process is well beyond the initial concept stage, i.e. when

a series of parameters such as: structural system, geometric layout and materials being

used are already specified and only a retrospective assessment can be performed at such

point. Moussavi Nadoushani and Akbarnezhad [37] for instance show how design choices70

related to selection of the structural material (reinforced concrete; steel), building height

and type of lateral load resisting system can affect significantly the embodied impacts

of building frames.
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1.2. Research significance

The current lack of quantitative information, correlating the effect of early-design75

choices on final structural mass quantities, is clearly limiting the engineers’ capability to

mitigate the environmental impacts of their designs, with the added risk and tendency

to favour some options (e.g. structural material) based on purely “subjective narrative

arguments” [38], or to simplistically assume a low embodied CO2 value per unit mass

as a sufficient information to prefer one material over the others.80

Aim of this study is to facilitate integration of embodied environmental assessment

of gravity frame structures in buildings at the early design stage, to enable for an

informed comparison (and selection) of alternative design options. The specific objective

is therefore to analyse and quantify any existing correlation between material quantities

and some basic design parameters such as: bay size of the frame layout, magnitude85

of floor loads and (main) structural material, namely: reinforced concrete, steel and

timber.

Figure 1: (a) continuous frame—the system of beams and columns resists both vertical and horizontal
loads. (b) simple frame—vertical and horizontal loads are resisted by two separate sub-systems.

1.3. Definition of gravity frame system

Before delving in the methodological aspects of this work, an important clarification

needs to be made with regard to the definition of gravity frame adopted in here. One90

of the first choices to make in the preliminary task of designing a building structure is

on the selection of a suitable structural system. One of the main parameters dictating

the choice for an efficient frame design is usually the building height. According to

Fazlur Khan’s landmark classification of tall building structural systems [39]: “...as

the building’s height increases beyond 10 storeys the lateral sway starts controlling the95
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Figure 2: Frame construction according to main structural material: (a) reinforced concrete — image
source: [41]; (b) steel — image source: [42]; (c) engineered timber — image source: [43]. The grav-
ity system of beams and columns is coupled with a lateral load resisting system of bracing or shear
walls/cores.

design, and stiffness [...] becoming the dominant factor, and the premium for height

increases exponentially with the number of stories.” [40]. On this basis it can be inferred

that for buildings up to 10 storeys (as in our case) lateral stiffness is not a conditioning

factor, nonetheless, a requirement for global stability, as well as provision for adequate

strength against horizontal actions, would still remain relevant. For low- to mid-rise100

buildings, the range of suitable options usually boils down to two construction systems:

Continuous frame, also termed as ‘rigid’ or ‘moment-resisting’ frame, and Simple frame,

also referred to as ‘hinged’ or ‘pinned’ frame. One of the differences between the two

systems is in the way horizontal loads can be resisted: in continuous frames beam-

to-column connections are designed and constructed to act as rigid, therefore allowing105

the frame to resist vertical loads as well as lateral loads by relying on the bending

resistance/stiffness of beams, columns and their mutual connection as shown in Figure

1a. Conversely, in simple frame construction beam-to-column connections are assumed

to be nominally pinned, and resistance against lateral loads is provided via a lateral

load resisting sub-system (LLRS) such as vertical bracing or shear walls/cores as shown110

in Figure 2.

We have focused our analysis at the level of the gravity frame sub-system of beams

and columns (see Figure 1b)—also termed vertical load resisting system (VLRS)—and

thus neglecting the separate mass contribution from the LLRS. While acknowledging

that the LLRS can represent a substantial share of the overall structural weight (es-115

pecially when RC shear walls/cores are used) and thus greatly affecting the overal

GHG/energy footprints, we also note that for preliminary members’ sizing it is com-
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mon practice for the VLRS and the LLRS to be “checked independently” [44] therefore

enabling us to disregard lateral loads in analysing the VLRS system.

2. Methodology120

In order to assess the influence of bay size and loads magnitude on structural mass

quantities, a stochastic method of analysis is adopted. First, a parametric model of

the structural frame is implemented and used to generate a population of several frame

design configurations.

2.1. Parametric model125

The parametric model is based on a small set of input parameters, described as

follows with the help of Figure 3:

• Geometric parameters: Lx and Ly indicate respectively the primary and secondary

bay spans, while Lslab,max is the maximum (allowable) span between secondary

beams (it only applies to steel and timber frames). Hfloor is the inter-storey130

height.

• Topological parameters: nx and ny are integers representing respectively the num-

ber of bays along the primary and secondary structural grid directions, whereas

nfloor is the total number of floors (e.g. for the frames shown in Figure 3 we have:

nx = 3, ny = 2 and nfloor = 4).135

• Loading parameters (characteristic values): qfloor and gfin are respectively the

imposed (variable) floor load and the permanent floor load due to floor finishes,

ceiling, services and partitions, whereas genv is the line-load (e.g. in kN/m) due

to the building’s cladding and envelope walls.

An initial population of design configurations was generated by randomly picking140

values for each (geometric, topological and loading) input parameter from within a given

interval. Lower and upper bound values for each parameter’s interval are summarised in

Table 1. Design configurations whose footprint area (= LxnxLyny) exceeded 5’000 m2

were discharged, eventually obtaining a total of 10’460 valid frame designs. A constant

value for Lslab,max = 2.6m was considered for all (steel and timber frame) configurations.145

The number of secondary beams between each primary bay (ns,b)
1, was taken as the

1i.e. ns,b = 2 for the steel and timber frame configurations shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Terms and symbols to indicate the geometric and topological parameters of the structural
frame model.

smallest integer such that—given a certain primary bay’s length Lx—the floor slabs

spanning along the x direction do not exceed the allowable Lslab,max value [45]:

ns,b = max

{
0 ; ceiling

(
Lx − Lslab,max
Lslab,max

)}
(1)

For a given argument x, the ceiling() function in Eq. 1 returns the smallest integer ≥ x.

Secondary beams in-between primary bays are only considered for steel and timber150

frames, as reinforced concrete (RC) frames were assumed to have (one-way) floor slabs

directly supported by primary beams. Therefore no secondary beams were accounted

for in the RC parametric model, except at the edges where it is assumed that secondary

beams are required to carry the line-load due to the building’s envelope walls and

cladding. The three material options were then assigned to each of the 10’460 design155

configuration so generated, thus obtaining a total of 31’380 different frame design data
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points. It is also worth pointing out that each of the three material options being

considered includes a combination of structural materials (see Figure 3). Specifically:

• Reinforced concrete frame: a combination of concrete and reinforcement steel.

• Steel frame: hot rolled steel profiles (for beams and columns) and cold rolled steel160

sheeting and concrete (for the composite floor slabs).

• Timber frame: glue laminated timber (glulam) members for beams and columns,

and cross laminated timber (CLT) panels for the floor slabs.

Table 1: Lower and upper bound parameter values used to generate a population of design frame data
points.

Parameter Unit Lower bound value Upper bound value

Lx m 5.0 8.5
Ly m Lx 12.0
Hfloor m 3.5 4.0
nx No 1 20
ny No 1 20
nfloor No 1 10
qfloor kN/m2 1.5a 5.0a

gfin kN/m2 0.0 0.6
genv kN/m 2.0b 12.0c

aBased on Categories of loaded area A, B and D as from BS EN 1991-1-4 [46].

bFor lightweight steel infill walls.

cFor concrete infill walls.

2.2. Computing structural masses

In order to automate the task of evaluating structural masses for the entire pop-165

ulation of 31’380 design data points, a set of computer algorithms were specifically

developed in IronPython programming language [47] combined with Math.NET Nu-

merics library [48] to analyse, optimise and rationalise all structural member sections.

Indeed, frame masses can be straightforwardly derived once the volumes of structural

elements are known, and since member lengths and floor slab surface-areas are readily170

available (as geometric input parameters), the remaining unknowns required to estimate

the structural volumes are the members (beams and columns) sectional areas and floor

slab thicknesses.
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2.2.1. Structural analyses

Given the geometric and topological input parameter values it is possible to build175

a 3-dimensional model of the structural frame in terms of list of nodal coordinates and

connectivity-list (i.e. the way members are connetted to each other) [45]. Then, based

on the design values of the input loading parameters2, structural analyses of the entire

frame are performed via Direct Stiffness Method (DSM) [50], therefore obtaining the

internal forces, moments and deflections for each member. The DSM implementation180

requires preliminary computation of stiffness matrices for each (beam and column)

element which are computed from the list of nodal coordinates and eventually assembled

into a global stiffness matrix. Support restraints and applied external forces (loads) are

then added to the global system of stiffness equations, therefore enabling for automatic

identification and extraction of a sub-system of linear equations:185

f = Kx (2)

with f being the vector-list of applied nodal loads; x is the corresponding vector-list of

unknown nodal displacements and K is a square stiffness matrix with row (and column)

size = 3(nx + 1)(ny + 1)nfloor in our specific case. For each load combination the linear

system in Eq. (2) is solved for x therefore obtaining the nodal displacements (and hence

the internal deformations and forces) of each element.190

In addition to input-defined permanent and variable loads, the permanent loads due

to the structure’s self-weight are automatically computed based on assigned values of

material densities. Nominally pinned connections are assumed for the frame models

as being more commonly used in construction than rigid or semi-rigid ones due to the

lower fabrication costs. We note that assuming nominally pinned connections yields to195

more conservative design for the members’ cross-section than assuming rigid or semi-

rigid connections. This because critical parameters such as maximum bending moment

and/or maximum deflection, are higher in the former case.

2.2.2. Sizing beams and columns

For a given set of input parameter values, structural analyses are iteratively per-200

formed as part of an optimisation routine, employed to minimise the cross-section of

structural members against a set of (optimisation) constraints. Such constraints are

2Design load values are obtained by multyplying the characteristic input values (and self-weights)
with the appropiate partial safety factors as per BS EN 1990:2002 requirements [49].
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introduced to account for a series of Eurocode-based design requirements at both Ser-

viceability and Ultimate Limit States [51, 52, 53] for the individual beam or column in

terms of resistance, stability and deflection limits. Specifically, the optimisation method205

enables to find the minimum cross-sectional area of primary and secondary beams such

that design requirements for bending resistance, lateral torsional buckling, shear and

deflection are all satisfied, as well as to find the minimum cross-sectional area of columns

against the requirements for compressive resistance and axial buckling.

The optimisation method relies on a Sequential Search (SS) algorithm [54] to seek210

the optimal cross-section from within a finite set of available profiles. For Steel frames,

such finite set is based on the Blue Book catalogue, limitedly to Universal Beam and

Universal Column sections [55]. For RC and glulam members, the sequential search

is instead performed on a range of square and down-stand rectangular sections (at

size increments of 1cm) for columns and beams respectively. Overall masses of steel215

reinforcement are estimated ex post, as a percentage of the concrete mass, specifically:

12.5% for columns, 10.5% for beams and 8.5% for floor slabs. The percentage values

are based on practitioners’ estimates [56].

The implemented structural analysis and optimisation methods briefly described in

sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are an extended version (to timber and RC frames) of the set220

of methods described in [45], originally developed by the authors for steel frames only.

We encourage the interested reader to refer to [45] for an in-depth description of these

methods.

To take into account the influence of design rationalisation on structural masses,

the optimised cross-sections are rounded-off into groups: a uniform cross-sectional area225

is assumed for all columns that are vertically aligned, taken as the biggest area section

within that line of columns. Similarly, two cross-section designations are considered

within each floor, one for primary beams and one for secondary beams.

2.2.3. Floor slabs

All floor slabs in steel and timber frames are supported by secondary beams spaced230

at a distance always close to, and smaller than, Lslab,max = 2.6 m (see Eq. 1). Therefore

it is reasonable to assume constant mass values per unit area for both types of slab. For

composite floor, used in steel frame construction, it is assumed a steel deck sheet with a

mass per unit area of 11.5 kg/m2 and a concrete filling weighting 260 kg/m2 [57]. CLT

panels with a mass of 45.6 kg/m2 are considered instead for timber frames, the value is235

estimated based on a panel depth of 100 mm. Due to the high variability in span lengths
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Figure 4: Depth of (one-way) RC floor slabs as a function of span and imposed load, adapted from
[44].

of cast-in-situ RC floor slabs, ∈ [5m; 12m], functions expressing the span-to-depth ratio

are adopted from [44] in order to derive mass values of RC floors per unit area. Such

functions are shown in Figure 4: as it can be seen, a distinction is made between RC

floors spanning up to 6m, for which a solid slab is assumed, and RC floors with a span240

above 6 m for which ribbed slabs are considered instead.

2.2.4. Material properties

Steel grade S275 is assumed for the hot rolled (beam and columns) profiles, whereas

C35 concrete and reinforcement steel with a yield strength of 460 N/mm2 is considered

for the RC frames. A Strength Class GL24h is instead assumed for all glulam members.245

Mesh reinforcement and shear studs in composite floor slabs were not included in the

steel mass calculation.

2.3. Model assumptions and limitations

A limitation of the work presented herein is the very specific and limited combination

of commercially available construction products/systems for the three frames for each250

material option. For instance, a wealth of alternative pre-cast products exist for RC

floor slabs which could be used in both RC frames as well as steel frames. Similarly,

we limited the selection of steel sections to Universal Beams and Columns [55] whereas

Castellated and Cellular sections may be considered in practice.
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A further limitation of the study (already introduced in section 1.3) is that our anal-255

ysis is limited to the VLRS, therefore excluding the mass contribution of the LLRS. We

do so based on the assumption that horizontal loads are entirely resisted by the LLRS,

therefore allowing us to only consider the effect of vertical loads on the VLRS. Given

however that in some cases it is not possible to completely isolate the two structural

sub-systems [58], the error deriving from such assumption—of neglecting any effect of260

lateral loads on the VLRS—is preliminary checked via sensitivity analysis.

2.3.1. Sensitivity analysis

From the population of generated frame models we select a tall, slender geometry

within the Steel frame sample group and include a LLRS of cross-bracing to the VLRS

model (as shown in Figure 5) therefore we consider additional load combinations during265

analysis accounting for lateral load cases in addition to gravity loads. The obtained

steel mass of the VLRS (i.e. excluding steel cross-bracing) is then compared to the

one previously obtained without accounting for lateral wind loads, hence allowing us to

quantify the assumption error.

The additional lateral load cases considered during analysis are taken as represen-270

tative of the wind pressure acting on the building’s envelope for the full 360◦ range of

directions, as explained in Ref. [45]. A charachteristic value of 1.50 kN/m2 is considered

for the wind pressure loads, calculated according to Eurocode procedures [59, 60] with

Glasgow urban area assumed as the building location—for it being in a high wind speed

region compared to the rest of the UK.3 The horizontal deflection limit for inter-storey275

drift set for analyses (≤ Hfloor/300) is taken in accordance with UK Natioanl Annex

to Eurocode 3 [61].

The analysis model excluding wind loads gives an overall steel mass of 262.3 t for the

VLRS. This figure increases to 280.1 t when accounting for the model including wind

loads, corresponding to an error underestimate of circa 6%. The structural elements of280

the VLRS experiencing highest error in terms of mass-underestimation are the columns

nearby the corners. This is somehow expected given these are the columns connected

to the system of bracing4 as shown in Figure 5 and therefore, in addition to bearing

gravity loads, these columns also resist additional axial forces resulting from the LLRS

cantilever effect required to resist the horizontal wind loads.285

3See UK map of fundamental basic wind velocity [60].
4These columns are effectively an integral part of the LLRS.
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Figure 5: Steel frame geometry used for sensitivity analysis (Lx = 5.40 m; Ly = 6.65 m; Hfloor = 3.9
m; nx = 4; ny = 3; ; nfloor = 10). The LLRS comprises cross-bracing placed at the four corners of the
frame layout plan.

3. Results and discussions

The structural masses of each design frame data point have been normalised to

the corresponding gross floor area (= LxnxLynynfloor) thus obtaining mass values per

square metre of floor area for each material option (i.e. RC, steel and timber). Such mass

quantities are shown in Figure 6, with boxes indicating the interquartile range around290

the median (bolt line), and whiskers indicating the 5% to 95% range. As mentioned

previously, the amounts of steel and concrete for the composite floor deck, as well as for

CLT floor slabs, are assumed to be constant and thus no variation ranges are shown in

Figure 6 for them.

Table 2: Aggregated mass quantities per unit floor area. Values disaggregated per structural compo-
nent are shown in Figure 6.

RC frame steel frame timber frame

This studya [kg/m2] 465 345 90
De Wolf et al. [kg/m2] 1090 845 203
This study [normalised] 5.2 3.8 1.0
De Wolf et al. [normalised] 5.3 4.1 1.0
aMass quantities associated with shear walls/cores, and substructure are not included in this study.

The values5 of mass quantities for each material option (RC, steel, timber) have295

5Mean values were considered for concrete, steel (reinf. rebars), steel (hot rolled profiles) and timber
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Figure 6: Mass quantities per unit floor area. Median values indicated with bolt line.

been summed up and reported in Table 2, along with the mass quantities given in De

Wolf et al. [23]. These latter values were collected from industry, based on a number

of real project case studies. Both sets of values have been normalised to the mass value

of timber frames and are also shown in Table 2. It can be seen from the Table that

mass quantities per square metre provided by De Wolf et al. are roughly double of300

those found in here. This is easily explained by reminding that our analysis has been

limited to the VLRS only (i.e. excluding shear walls/cores, foundations and any other

substructure component). Nonetheless, when looking at the normalised values they look

remarkably similar, suggesting that assessing only the VLRS (beams, columns and floor

slabs) can actually be a proxy for a broader system boundary of the assessment, for the305

trends are nearly identical.

3.1. Regression analyses: least squares

3.1.1. Influence of bay area

For completeness, histograms of the mass quantities for concrete (excluding rein-

forcement rebars), steel and timber beams and columns (i.e. hot rolled profiles and glu-310

lam members, respectively) are also shown, in Figure 7. In order to analyse any existing

(CLT floor slabs).
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Figure 7: Histograms of structural mass quantities for RC frames (included floor slabs), steel and
timber frames (beams and columns only). See Figure 6 for reference.

correlation between the mass quantities and variations of the frame geometry—namely,

the bay area (a = LxLy)—linear and exponential functions are fitted via least square

regression [62]. The results are shown in Figure 8. Before discussing the findings shown

in Figure 8 it is worth noting that it would be inconsistent to directly compare the315

average (concrete, steel and timber) mass quantities for a given bay area a. In fact,

the graph on the left side of the Figure provides values of concrete masses (excluded

reinforcement) for the RC frame including the masses of floor slabs, whereas floor slab

masses are not included in the two graphs on the right (i.e. for steel and timber). This

happens because their mass amounts per unit floor area are both assumed to be con-320

stant, as explained in section 2.2.3 and shown on Figure 6, and thus uncorrelated to the

bay size a. A comparison in terms of increment of mass per unit floor area among the

three material options (i.e. only in terms of slope coefficients C1 for the linear function

m = C1a + C2) is certainly legit. With reference to Figure 8, we found that for 1 m2

increase of the bay area an additional 0.26 kg/m2 of glulam is required on average.325

This latter figure is about 0.84 kg/m2 when hot rolled steel profiles are used instead.

Two distinct trends can be observed for RC frames, depending on the type of floor slab
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Figure 8: Least squares regressions of bay areas (a) vs. mass quantities (m) for RC frames (included
floor slabs), steel and timber frames (beams and columns only). Two functions are considered for fitting:
a linear function, m = C1a + C2 (continuous line) and an exponential function, m = C1e

C2a (dashed
line).

construction being used (solid or ribbed). In the first case an heavier frame is obtained,

requiring circa 6.87 kg/m2 of (plain) concrete for every 1 m2 increase of the bay area,

whereas for ribbed slabs the increase per unit mass is much lower (≈ 2.67 kg/m2).330

3.1.2. Influence of floor loads

As for the bay area, structural masses are indeed also influenced by the magnitude

of floor loads that the frame is required to carry. Such a correlation between structural

masses (m) and magnitude of floor loads (p = qfloor + gfin, i.e. excluded self-weight),

as well as bay area (a), can be visualised in Figure 9, in which the population of335

design frame data points, previously shown in Figure 8, has been extended to the third

dimension, p, for all three material options.

A linear least squares regression analysis is performed for each of the three material

options. Numerical values of the coefficients C1, C2 and C3 for the fitting plane Equa-

tions m = C1a+ C2p+ C3 are also provided in Figure 9, along with the corresponding340

R2 values.

By comparing R2 values in Figure 8 with those of the linear function in Figure 9 it

is clear that a better fit is achieved when both (bay area and magnitude of floor loads)

parameters are considered as independent variables instead of bay area only. Specifically,

for 1 kN/m2 floor load increase an additional 4.13 kg/m2 of glulam (≈ 5 kg/m2 of hot345
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Figure 9: Least squares regression of bay areas (a) and floor loads (p = qfloor + gfin) vs. mass
quantities (m) for RC frames (included floor slabs), steel and timber frames (beams and columns only).
The linear function m = C1a + C2p + C3 is used for fitting.

rolled steel) is required on average. When solid slabs are used in RC frames, a 1 kN/m2

increase of the floor loads results in an average 9.4 kg/m2 of additional concrete. The

same figure is reduced to 6.9 kg/m2 when ribbed slabs are used instead.
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Figure 10: Least squares regression of No of floors (n) vs. mass quantities (m) for RC frames (included
floor slabs), steel and timber frames (beams and columns only). Two functions are considered for fitting:
a linear function, m = C1n + C2 (continuous line) and an exponential function, m = C1e

C2n (dashed
line).

3.1.3. Influence of floor number

For the sake of completeness, plots showing the normalised mass quantities against350

the number of floors is also shown in Figure 10. Expectedly, structural masses of the

frames increase with the increase of the number of floors for all three material options.

It should be reminded however that such correlations do not take into account the

effect of lateral loading on the mass of both VLRS and LLRS which would increase

exponentially with building’s height according to Khan’s analysis [39].355

3.2. Regression analyses: quantile regression

In the previous section, linear least squares regressions have been applied to the

sample population of (numerically generated) design frame data points in order to assess

the influence of bay area (a), floor load magnitude (p) and number of floors (n) on the

dependent variable m, that is to say, the structural mass per unit of floor area.360

As shown in Figures 8 and 10, both linear and exponential functions yield very

similar coefficients of determination. Low R2 values indicate a high degree of variability

(scatter) of the dependent variable m around the regression curves, meaning that such

regression curves would perform poorly for the task of predicting single observations.

Nonetheless, the data points shown in Figures 8 and 10 have been fitted for the sole365

purpose of showing the statistical trend between independent and dependent variables.
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Clearly, the existence of such trend is unaffected by the variability of mi data points

around the fitted curve.

Although insightful, the found correlations only provide information limited to the

average trends of the sample population. From a practical point of view, it may be more370

useful for the structural designer to be informed on the degree of variability associated

to m (which we know is quite high given the low R2 values), ideally in terms of minimum

and maximum probability ranges, and also to know the extent to which such ranges

change as a function of the independent variables a and p. Quantile regression [63] is

employed for this purpose. The main difference between the two methods (least squares375

and quantile regression) is briefly explained as follows. Given a predictor function

f(a) = C1a + C2, the least squares method consists of finding optimal values for the

two coefficients (C1, C2) such that the sum of squared residuals is minimised:

min :
n∑
i=1

[mi − f (ai)]
2

(3)

with mi and ai being respectively the structural mass per unit floor area and bay area

of the ith data point respectively, and n is the total number of design frame data points380

for a given material (i.e. n = 10460 in our case). In quantile regression, the loss function

being minimised is instead defined as follows:

min :
n∑
i=1

ρτ |mi − f (ai) | (4)

where: {
ρτ = τ for mi ≥ f (ai)

ρτ = (1− τ) for mi ≤ f (ai)
(5)

and with τ ∈ [0; 1] indicating the probability quantile of interest. For instance, by setting

τ = 0.5 would yield the regression line f(a) to approximate the median quantile.385

Quantile regression analyses have therefore been applied to the sample populations

of structural masses previously shown in Figure 8, assuming 5% and 95% quantiles (i.e.

τ = 0.05 and 0.95 respectively) except for concrete masses of RC frames with solid floor

slabs, for which a single (median) quantile value is considered. Lines of best fit are

shown in Figure 11. As it can be seen, for each of the three material options there are390

eight linear fits: four lines fitting the 5% quantile and four more for the 95% quantile.

This because the entire populations of three material options, have been ‘sliced’ into four

sub-sets according to the floor loads variable p. Limit values of floor loads, defining the
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boundaries of the four sub-sets, are taken at constant increments of 1 kN/m2, starting

from 2 kN/m2 up to 6 kN/m2.395

Figure 11: Quantile regression of bay areas (a) vs. mass quantities (m) for RC frames (included floor
slabs), steel and timber frames (beams and columns only). See Figure 6 for reference.

To facilitate readings of the prediction ranges shown in Figure 11, the values of

regression coefficients C1 and C2 have been summarised in Table 3. Accordingly, for a

given material option and magnitude of floor loads p, minimum and maximum values of

structural mass m are easily obtained by setting the corresponding slope and intercept

values (as from Table 3) in the linear Equation m = C1a+ C2.400

We believe that the Table of coefficients provided in here can be of practical and

immediate use at preliminary stages of the structural design, which is when the plan

layout of building frames is first laid down, and thus an average size of bay areas is also

defined. Accordingly, predictions of the structural masses (along with their uncertainty

range) and consecutive GHG/energy intensities can be straightforwardly obtained.405

4. Discussion and conclusions

Structures are largely responsible for the material and resource intensity of buildings

over their whole life cycle. Therefore, knowing a priori the amount of structural material

used can prove significantly beneficial for reducing the embodied environmental flow of

structural systems for buildings. This paper has addressed the issue from an early stage410

design perspective (limitedly to gravity frames) when change is most feasible and less
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Table 3: Regression coefficients to predict the minimum and maximum values of structural mass
m = C1a+C2 as a function of: main structural material, magnitude of floor load (p) and bay area (a).
A graphical representation of the regression lines is shown in Figure 11.

Material Floor loada (p) Quantile Regression coefficients
option [kN/m2] [%] Slope (C1) Intercept (C2)

2.5± 0.5
5 1.796 284.628
95 3.708 257.553

concrete
3.5± 0.5

5 1.858 283.297
(ribbed 95 3.801 255.033

floor
4.5± 0.5

5 2.258 273.557
slabs) 95 4.414 241.916

5.5± 0.5
5 2.249 276.740
95 4.551 238.470

concrete
(solid 4.0± 2.0 50 8.381 239.945

floor slabs)

2.5± 0.5
5 0.692 11.148
95 1.140 17.639

steelb
3.5± 0.5

5 0.742 14.669
(hot 95 1.254 18.501

rolled
4.5± 0.5

5 0.768 16.872
profiles) 95 1.355 18.457

5.5± 0.5
5 0.850 16.766
95 1.426 20.121

2.5± 0.5
5 0.219 14.120
95 0.298 18.199

timberb

3.5± 0.5
5 0.257 16.300

(glulam 95 0.305 23.195
members)

4.5± 0.5
5 0.268 19.203
95 0.374 24.508

5.5± 0.5
5 0.306 20.353
95 0.437 26.372

ap = (characteristic) variable floor load plus permanent load due to finishes, ceiling, services and partitions.

bMass of beams and columns only, i.e. mass of floor slabs is not accounted.

costly. he t Early stage design is characterised by little and imperfect information about

the final details of a building structure and for this reason a parametric approach based

on very few input parameters was used. A large population (31’180 samples) of realistic

building frames formed the primary data for the analysis across three main structural415

typologies: reinforced concrete, steel, and engineered timber.

Results show that the resource intensity is lowest in the case of engineered timber
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and highest for reinforced concrete, with steel in between. However, in the case of

steel, the greatest component of its overall mass comes from the concrete floor slabs. If

the analysis were limited to the bare frames only (i.e. exuding floor slabs), steel and420

timber would be somewhat within comparable ranges. This suggests that a greater

efficiency in steel-framed structures could be achieved by using lighter alternatives to

cast-in-situ concrete floor slabs. The range of existing products and their combined use

in the construction of building frames is extremely wide and not fully accounted for in

here. We have limited the analysis to a particular combination of material/construction425

technologies when defining the three material options. Furthermore, the study was

limited to the vertical load resisting frame system only, hence excluding the additional

mass contribution form the lateral load resisting system, as well as any ground work

foundation. We stress all the aforementioned limitations should be taken into account

when using the findings presented herein.430

Findings have been compared with previous works based on industry-data from other

geographical areas. The comparison suggests that assessing the VLRS only (as in this

paper) can be a proxy, at least early in the design stage, for more time-consuming anal-

yses which would include the lateral load resisting system (bracing, shear walls/cores)

and foundations. Normalised results related to material intensity per unit of floor area435

are also remarkably close to industry-based data, suggesting that the proposed approach

indeed identifies numbers that do match what then happens in the reality of construction

projects.

Results have been statistically analysed through least squares and quantile regression

techniques. Such analyses allowed to obtain strongly correlated equations to link the440

structural mass of the frame system to merely three inputs: structural material, bay

area and floor load. This finding can be particularly useful at early stages of the design

process for they allow to easily ‘weigh’ the structural frame option and test several

alternatives in a short time and with little effort. Future research could extend the

present work to link masses with environmental impacts across a number of categories445

(e.g. embodied energy, GHGs emissions, resource depletion).
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